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Abstract
To address complex social challenges, it is widely recognized that leaders from public, for-profit, and civic organizations should join forces. Yet, well-intended collaborators often struggle to achieve alignment and fail to gain traction in their joint efforts. This article proposes the concept of “entry points” as a key milestone in a collaboration’s early stages. Using a unique set of rich, longitudinal data, we examine how ten cross-boundary teams with representation from ten city governments in North America and Europe searched for these entry points (i.e., opportunities for focused action to advance learning and progress towards their collective goals). Based on systematic
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coding, we propose factors that impeded or enabled the teams’ abilities to find entry points in their collaborative work. The paper contributes to literatures on cross-boundary collaboration, problem-oriented governance, and paradoxes in organizational behavior, and it offers an analytic framework to help cross-boundary collaboration practitioners identify their entry points.
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“A problem well put is a problem half-solved” is a famous mantra attributed to American philosopher John Dewey. But what can be done when a group of people cannot agree on a problem statement to begin with? This article explores the challenges of collaborative problem-solving in the earliest stages and develops the concept of “entry points for CBC teams” as a guiding principle. We define *entry points for CBC teams* as opportunities for collective problem-focused action with the potential to advance learning and progress towards the team’s objective.

To tackle complex social issues, such as affordable housing, equitable economic development, and providing quality education, cities rely on collaboration across organizational and sectoral boundaries—what we term cross-boundary collaboration (CBC) (Forrer et al., 2014; Mayne et al., 2020; Termeer et al., 2019; Edmondson & Harvey, 2017). Involving multiple actors who represent different departments, different levels of government, and different sectors, such as private sector organizations, non-profits and/or community organizations, can be challenging (Bardach, 1998; Bryson et al., 2015). Specifically, CBC not only calls for designing and launching multi-agency, multidisciplinary teams, it also requires collaborators to align on the problem definition, goals, team composition, and work process. Building trust, dividing the work, and managing the team to deliver collective results are just a few of the challenges CBC teams face (Waardenburg et al., 2020a). A lack of alignment and focus on the early stages of these types of collaborations can therefore be disorienting to the individuals and organizations involved: they have convened and committed to working on an issue together but are still unsure of how to approach the issue and where to begin (De Jong et al., 2021). In fact, one might borrow from Dewey to argue that a problem poorly stated is a group half stalled.

This study aims to better understand the dynamics of early-stage CBC. We study the early stage because the known barriers to effective collaboration across boundaries may prevent projects like these from gaining sufficient traction to continue (De Jong et al., 2021). By using data collected during nine months of engagement with CBC teams in a “field lab”—a design-oriented learning environment where CBC teams convened to start working on a social issue—, we will answer two main research questions: What does a CBC team’s successful start look like, and why are some teams more successful than others in getting started?

The contribution of the paper is threefold. First, it deepens the understanding of CBC teams in their early stage, a key and challenging moment for CBC teams.
Second, it proposes a set of desired qualities to identify suitable entry points to start addressing a team’s focal issue and gain momentum. And third, it advances knowledge on factors that inhibit or enable the work of CBC teams as they first engage in it. These contributions have implications for theory and practice. The propositions of entry point qualities and relevant factors help inform future empirical research on the subject of CBC teams with public sector representation, and practitioners may use the insights we offer to help design, launch, and guide CBC efforts in practice.

Collaborating Across Boundaries in Cities

To closely examine the early stages of CBC problem-solving, we build on three bodies of research: CBC and teaming in the management literature, problem-oriented governance in public management, and social paradoxes in organizational behavior. All three literatures offer insights and concepts that contribute to an understanding of the challenges CBC teams face. Our goal is to integrate these via an analytic approach that allows us to zoom in specifically on the early stages of collaboration.

CBC and Teaming

Research on teaming shows that effective problem-solving around complex challenges requires engaging individuals and institutions with diverse and complementary expertise, perspectives, and resources (Sunstein, & Hastie, 2015; McChrystal et al., 2015; Hackman, 2011; Edmondson & Harvey, 2017). This diversity is typically separated across silos and breaking them down provides the advantage of potentially achieving outcomes that individuals working on their own could not have achieved (Huxham & Vangen, 2004). The management literature provides insights regarding factors associated with successfully bringing diverse expertise together (see Edmondson & Harvey, 2017, 2018; and Mathieu et al., 2017, for reviews). These factors include pursuing a shared vision, finding alignment on values and incentives, inviting input and feedback, allowing risk-taking and expression of doubts, and enabling effective team-member interactions and knowledge sharing (Edmondson, 2016; Nembhard & Edmondson, 2006; Lovelace et al., 2001; Okhuysen & Bechky, 2009). CBC teams in cities working on issues like homelessness, public safety, and equitable economic development certainly face challenges associated with interdisciplinarity and might benefit from the insights the management literature offers. At the same time, the involvement of governmental actors operating within restrictive legal and political frameworks, the complicated stakeholder configurations, and the very public setting in which the work is done adds layers of complexity. Therefore, the question is if insights from the teaming literature hold true for CBC teams focused on social issues in a highly political context; especially as conventional bureaucratic silos of governments are often ill-equipped to productively organize knowledge, expertise, resources, and routines around a complex social issue.
**Problem-Oriented Governance**

One strand of the public management literature that takes this political context explicitly into consideration is problem-oriented governance. It centers on the notion that most complex social issues cannot be addressed by mono-disciplinary policies and siloed government agencies and examines the value and challenges of inter-agency collaboration and CBC (Bardach, 1998; Head & Alford, 2015; Head, 2022). At a minimum, problem-oriented governance requires coordination among agencies. However, to sustain joint efforts, governments and their partner organizations must build capabilities to effectively engage in collaborative problem-solving. These capabilities include the “ability to forge new cross-silo and state-society relationships” and the “ability to strengthen and leverage existing relationships” (Mayne et al., 2020).

While the benefits of this type of problem-centered, multi-stakeholder collective action might be intuitively clear, it is enormously difficult in practice (Klievink, 2011; Agranoff, 2012; De Jong, 2016; McChrystal et al., 2015 Edmondson & Harvey, 2017; Scott & Boyd, 2022). Many of the challenges that the management literature identifies—misalignment of vision, values, or incentives; a lack of mutual understanding and trust—apply to the domain of problem-oriented governance. At the same time, the literature on inter-agency and cross-boundary problem-solving surfaces structural barriers to collaboration that stem from the way public organizations are governed, funded, managed, and held accountable; challenges including sharing data, taking risks, sharing power, learning from errors, and measuring collective performance encumber or inhibit collaboration. The literature on problem-oriented governance is less prescriptive than the literature on teaming and largely stops short of offering solutions or recipes for success. Some scholars have suggested factors that increase the likelihood of collaborative success, including agile governance, the role of leadership, environmental conditions, power relations, and evenness in resources (Agranoff & McGuire, 1998; Ansell & Gash, 2007; Bryson et al., 2006; Emerson et al., 2012; Hudson et al., 1999; Sørensen & Torfing, 2011). Most of the research, however, is more detailed in its description and explanation of the problem than in its prescription of possible solutions.

Where the management literature typically takes teams as the unit of analysis and is aimed at identifying enablers of success, studies in governance take organizations or interorganizational coalitions as the unit of analysis and are more focused on identifying structural constraints. For the purpose of our study, these two bodies of literature are highly complementary. Ultimately, the work of problem-oriented governance is done by human beings, representing their respective organizations while working together on a social issue that cannot be solved by any organization on its own. The fundamental challenge of CBC seems to lie in grappling with the structural constraints associated with problem-oriented governance on one hand and overcoming the barriers to inter-personal collaboration in diverse teams on the other.

Both tasks present CBC teams with a variety of seemingly contradictory demands, or paradoxes (Fairhurst et al., 2002). For example, in their study of CBC teams fighting organized crime, Waardenburg et al. (2020a) found that teams saw themselves in
situations needed of collaboration to build trust (i.e., sharing crime data across agencies), but they also needed to build trust to collaborate (i.e., to start sharing, they had to trust each other). CBC teams commonly encounter paradoxical challenges such as this.

**Social Paradoxes**

Research on the role of social paradoxes has identified sources of tension that lead actors to experience “stress, anxiety, discomfort, or tightness in making choices, responding to, and moving forward in organizational situations” (Putnam et al., 2016, p.69). For example, as reviewed and summarized by Smith and Lewis (2011), belonging tensions emerge because individuals within groups may want to distinguish themselves in their work or role but also achieve cohesion by exploring similarities across group members (Brewer, 1991; Huy, 2002; Pratt & Foreman, 2000); performing tensions arise because different stakeholders working together may pursue varied and potentially contradictory goals (Donaldson & Preston, 1995; Denis et al., 2007); organizing tensions respond to simultaneously needing agency and guidance or control and flexibility (Denison et al., 1995; Gittell, 2000); and learning tensions surface because adopting new ideas requires re-learning or unlearning past knowledge (March, 1991; Senge, 2006; Weick & Quinn, 1999). Most of this work studied private sector organizations; an exception investigated CBC teams with public sector representation (Waardenburg et al., 2020a). These authors proposed three types of paradoxes in this type of collaboration, which overlap with some of the tensions above and are aligned with challenges previously identified in the collaborative governance literature: substantive problem-solving, collaborative process, and multi-relational accountability (Ansell & Gash, 2007; Provan & Kenis, 2008; Moynihan et al., 2011; Bryson et al., 2015).

First, substantive problem-solving paradoxes manifest as a tension between the desire to deeply analyze a problem and to act swiftly, which commonly emerges as a struggle between focusing on an immediate situation or concrete case and addressing the larger abstract phenomenon and related systemic issues. Second, collaborative-process paradoxes include the need to trust enough to collaborate and to learn to trust through collaboration, and the need to draw on traditional bureaucratic roles or disciplinary expertise while at the same time innovating new roles to conduct interdisciplinary problem solving. Third, multi-relational accountability paradoxes arise when collaborators feel that their commitment to the collaboration is at odds with their responsibilities to their parent organization (Waardenburg et al., 2020a). For instance, a CBC team may feel a need to redefine the problem or change an approach to solve it in a way that challenges assumptions put forward by authorizers of the CBC. Managing and renegotiating the scope of work and the focus of joint action in light of emerging insights is likely to create friction with mandates provided by distant authorizers operating under hierarchical and siloed accountability requirements.

To effectively manage disorientation, uncertainty, and complexity, CBC teams need a sufficient level of psychological safety to be comfortable with the fact that an easy
solution is not readily available and that no one has sufficient expertise or authority to solve the problem. This is because psychologically safe teams create environments in which it is safe to disagree, take risks, make mistakes, and speak up (Edmondson 1999; Edmondson, 2012). More recent research has found that CBC teams that see these challenges as a shared responsibility requiring coproduction to be solved are more effective. They report team environments in which members ask questions of each other to better understand how to proceed, where they are invited to contribute, and in which each party’s contribution is valued (Kerrissey et al., 2021). How these interpersonal dynamics play a role in early CBCs is particularly relevant given the inherent paradoxical nature of CBC work, arguably exacerbated by disorientation as teams start to engage in collaboration and the fact that this work is aimed at tackling complex social problems in volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous environments.

In sum, research from studies in three different (sub)fields (CBC and teaming in the management literature, problem-oriented governance in the public management literature, and social paradoxes in organizational behavior) contribute to our understanding of the value and challenges of CBC in tackling social issues in cities. We bring these insights together to sharpen our analytical lens and zoom in on the understudied early stages of problem-solving collaborations as a key phase for such teams. Our motivation builds on the premises that different times in the life of teams might require different conditions for effective performance (Hackman & Wageman, 2005), and that beginnings may be particularly challenging moments due to the uncertainty, disorientation, and tensions associated with the early stages of a collaborative problem-solving process. Given the critical importance of successful collaboration in tackling complex social issues, a better understanding of what happens in early, make-or-break moments will fill an important gap between existing strands of research and offer guidance to practitioners engaged in navigating CBC in cities.

Gaining Momentum: Entry Points for CBC Teams

In this paper, we focus on gaining momentum, as it is often where new collaborations fail. We suggest that how teams engage in new work is a particularly important question for informing theory and practice. Specifically, we ask what a successful start to a CBC looks like, and why some teams are more successful than others at gaining momentum. As we observed specific actions taken by early-stage teams and how they differed on their level of focus on the issue they were trying to address, the concept of “entry point for CBC teams” started to emerge.

We then combined this emerging notion with insights offered by prior research to develop the concept of an entry point further and propose it as a key milestone at the beginning of CBC processes. Specifically, we reviewed research and frameworks that see problem-oriented work and policy formulation as incremental, “continually building out from the current situation, step-by-step and by small degrees” (Lindblom, 1959, p. 81), and as non-linear processes that can be advanced by aiming for “small wins” (Weick, 1984). For example, Problem Driven Iterative Adaptation (PDIA) (Andrews et al., 2013; Samji et al., 2018) provides an iterative,
experiential learning approach that aims to escape the widespread practice of importing predetermined best-practices. It proposes a locally grounded approach to problem-oriented governance by dissecting the problem and analyzing the viability of the change space in terms of authority, acceptance, and ability. Specifically, PDIA recommends rapid experimental loops to break down problems into root causes, identify entry points, search for possible solutions, act, reflect upon what has been learned, adapt, and then act again. This work shares similarities with work on teaming in pursuit of innovation (Edmondson, 2012) that identifies the importance of execution-as-learning and highlights the deliberatively iterative nature of the collective learning process through cycles of diagnosing, designing, acting, and reflecting (Edmondson, 2013). Each of these frameworks highlight the ongoing iterative nature of CBC work and the need for a learning-by-doing orientation to make progress, and they stress the importance of using gradual, stepwise interventions as learning opportunities. We propose our emerging concept of entry point for CBC teams as a first step to initiate this learning-oriented, iterative process and gain momentum in the collaboration.

Combining our inductive exploration of the data and insights from previous literature, we conceptualize entry point for cross-boundary collaborations as an opportunity for focused action to advance learning and progress towards a team’s collective goals.

![Figure 1. Entry point for cross-boundary collaborations and qualities of suitable entry points.](image-url)
It is a minimal viable action carved out of a universe of possibilities, a pathway into part of the problem. It identifies a specific piece within the larger issue on which to focus, allowing a team to move from conversation to action, while placing them in a position to learn more about the problem as they proceed. In addition, further empirical work led us to propose four desired qualities for these minimal viable actions: suitable entry points need to be meaningful given the larger issue to tackle, actionable in light of the team’s capacity, acceptable to the team and its authorizing environment, and provisional in terms of the ability to generate learning about the focal issue and inform next steps. Our analyses also allowed us to propose three explanatory factors (representation, trust, and agency) that relate to CBC teams’ success in finding and selecting a suitable entry point. We describe and discuss these concepts further in our findings and discussion sections.

**Methodology**

**Empirical Context**

*The Field Lab Setting.* We studied ten early-stage CBC teams that participated in a nine-month program (the “field lab”) to build collaborative capabilities and tackle a selected social issue in their cities. The field lab setting provided an opportunity to study the development of the ten teams closely and holistically and followed the criteria for a design-based learning environment laid out by the Design-Based Research Collective (2003). Specifically, field labs present a learning environment designed to allow the development of theory and practice that support engaging in CBC. The particular field lab in our study was based on similar programs that had been run with previous cohorts in the same collaborative capability program, as well as on field labs in other settings, all of which worked with boundary-spanning teams to build collaborative capability. By design, each iteration of the program with a specific set of teams informed the next, ascribing to the design-based tenet of engaging in cycles of design, enactment, analysis, and redesign (Cobb, 2001; Collins, 1992). Of these iterations, we study one.

The program design of the field lab in our study was also informed by research on learning environments conducive to CBC. As in prior research on learning spaces for collaborative work in multi-agency teams (Waardenburg et al., 2020b), the field lab provided space and time to experiment, offered structured problem-solving techniques, frameworks and scaffolding, collaborative process facilitation, and progress review. The program combined a one-week, in-person training—with plenary sessions and facilitated group work—followed by ongoing support and monitoring of the teams’ work through city visits, periodic check-ins, and coaching calls over nine months. The program introduced all teams to the same existing material on CBC and provided them with the same support and guidance. For example, teams were trained on formulating strategic goals, conducting stakeholder analyses, and engaging in negotiations, but they did not receive any guidance on entry points specifically nor on factors that inhibit or enable finding them.
Finally, the field lab design created multiple and varied interactions with teams. This generated a rich set of documents (e.g., team memos, observer notes from working sessions, survey data, etc.), which we used as our dataset to follow the teams’ development and engagement with their work throughout the field lab program and to shed light on the subject of early-stage CBC teams.

The Ten CBC Teams. Given our study’s field lab setting, how teams became participants in the program is important to consider. The CBC field lab was a component of a larger initiative to work with cities and develop their governance capabilities. Mayors from cities all over the world were welcome to apply. The ten CBC teams we studied represented cities across North America and Europe with populations ranging from 125,000 to 1.3 million.

The CBC teams were formed after 1) their mayors demonstrated interest in developing their cities’ collaborative capabilities and 2) their cities were selected as credible candidates to participate in the field lab. Each city mayor identified a social issue to address and convened a multi-organization, eight-person team to represent different perspectives related to their selected problem. Teams engaged in different focal issues. For the teams observed, the issues were equitable economic development (3 teams), affordable housing (3 teams), quality education (1 team), mental health (1 team), youth unemployment (1 team), and transportation (1 team).

Given how the teams in our study were formed and invited into the program, they constitute a convenience sample of CBC teams for our research. This presents limitations in terms of the generalizability of our findings, which should not be overlooked. Nonetheless, we argue that the ten teams we studied present a valuable opportunity to advance knowledge on CBC. They all represented instances of the phenomenon of interest (i.e., early CBC teams tackling social issues in cities), each of them provided a singular opportunity to explore our research questions, and the size of the sample is appropriate for a multiple case study (Stake, 2013). Additionally, as discussed above, the field lab setting offered the opportunity to access comparable longitudinal data throughout the cases and a platform prone to the exploratory, iterative, action-oriented, and learning-oriented research to fit the exploratory nature of our research questions.

Data

To address our research questions, we leveraged archival and longitudinal data collected throughout the duration of the field lab program, allowing us to describe the first nine months of these ten cross-boundary efforts. Figure 2 depicts the program timeline and the data collected at each stage.

Through interaction with participating teams, the program support staff collected a rich set of qualitative documents, including observer notes from team working sessions and field visits, progress memos, and responses and reflections on team exercises. During visits to cities, program support staff observed the teams and recorded their impressions using a rubric designed for this purpose that, based on Moore’s (1995, 2013) Strategic Triangle and De Jong et al.’s (2021) Augmented Strategic Triangle,
covered different dimensions of collaborative work in public settings (public value definition, operational capacity, legitimacy and support, and team coalition). The qualitative comments related to the items in each of these dimensions are also part of our dataset. A complete set of documents for a team would include all qualitative data listed under each of the six stages of data collection in Figure 2 (initial description of challenge, kick-off city visit 1, in-person program, continuous program support, final city visit, and end of program status). While some documents do not exist for some cities, every team had data for each of the six stages. In total, we had access to almost 400 single-spaced pages of text, with an average of 38 pages per team.

In addition to these observations and archival data, we conducted a survey covering key areas of collaboration at three points during the program: 1) immediately before the in-person training; 2) one month following the in-person training; and 3) at the end of the program during the final visits to cities. We drew from the first and third waves of this survey, as they comprised the bulk of the teams’ work during the program and their overall response rates were high (100% and 96%, respectively). We focused on items that captured how team members perceived the clarity of their goals and action plans, their progress as they collaborated, and their team’s sense of “psychological safety” (Edmondson, 1999) as a group-level measure of how individuals in a group perceived the possibility of taking interpersonal risks in their work to advance and keep learning.

During the final visits to cities, facilitators also conducted a team exercise using a barrier prioritization tool similar to the one described in De Jong, et al. (2021). Each team member was presented with a list of 15 common collaboration barriers to rank individually. The facilitator then aggregated all responses to identify the three most
and least challenging barriers each team had encountered throughout the program and used the results to engage each team in reflection and discussion. This exercise provided another source of data that captured team members’ perceptions of their collaborative engagement.2

Analytical Approach

Following the Edmondson and McManus (2007) classification of field research, we argue that the phenomenon of CBC in cities falls between nascent and intermediate states of theory development. That is, no fully developed theory exists with well-defined and well-bounded constructs developed through extensive convergent knowledge and evidence. Instead, the study of CBC in a city context is still in early stages with some prior work coming from separate bodies of literature that provide useful frameworks, lenses, and constructs, but have not yet produced a preliminary explanation of how city-based CBC unfolds, particularly when focusing on the beginnings of this type of collaboration.

For this reason, we chose to conduct exploratory research, with the goal of further developing theory and key constructs. Our mixed methods action research approach draws heavily from analyses of rich qualitative data collected during the field lab experience, complemented with quantitative analyses of standardized data across teams, such as longitudinal survey items and the barrier prioritization tool described above. The use of varied sources of data is well suited for exploring complex phenomena and an established practice in action research (Aguinis, 1993; Argyris et al., 1985; Alderfer, 1977).

Qualitative Analyses. A qualitative approach is appropriate to analyze rich data collected “in close proximity” to the phenomenon (Miles et al., 2014, p.11). We conceptualized each team in our data as an individual case study in a multi-case setting and we took an exploratory comparative approach (Yin, 2018) iteratively implementing within-case and across-case analyses (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Charmaz, 2006). We engaged in four distinct phases of qualitative coding and analysis. We used the archival documents for each team following a grounded theory approach in which codes were developed by iterating between data and literature (Strauss & Corbin, 1994; Charmaz, 2006). Figure 3 depicts these different stages, indicating the sources of data and the analytical tools and approaches used in each. For each stage, we indicate the key analytical outputs and how they feed into the next phase of analysis, including how our codes, themes, and definition of the emerging construct of “entry point for CBC teams” developed in the process. We describe each phase in more detail in the following paragraphs.

In Phase 1, we used the qualitative documents to build within-case narratives describing team development and the challenges of getting started. We then used these team narratives to compare across cases in search of patterns. Given the exploratory nature of our research, we combined etic and emic approaches to coding. We started with a preliminary codebook built by the research team based on existing frameworks on the complexity of CBC and teaming; specifically, Waardenburg et al.’s
(2020a) framework on paradoxes of collaboration and Edmondson’s (1999) construct of psychological safety. As we engaged with the data, we allowed for new codes to emerge, which we recorded and incorporated into our codebook. These new codes then guided our next phases of qualitative analyses. (E.g., one emerging code was “feeling stuck,” which then helped us name one of our analytical categories of teams, described later in this section).

For each team, we engaged in an iterative process of individual rounds of reading, coding and memo-ing, as well as group discussions to coalesce around a description for each case. We systematically followed three steps for each of the team cases:

- **Step 1.1**: Two different researchers performed individual line-by-line coding and three coding memos (pre-, during-, and post-coding) by engaging with the sets of documents available for each team organized in chronological order.
- **Step 1.2**: The research team held group discussions based on the two sets of pre-, during-, and post-coding memos produced in Step 1.1.
- **Step 1.3**: We produced a summary memo for each city based on team discussions in Step 1.2. These summary memos captured narratives for each team by listing and defining themes of their collaborative experience and recording direct quotes and evidence from the documents.

Once we had completed all within-case summary narratives, we engaged in individual and group analysis sessions to identify patterns across cases and generate overarching themes to explore in the next phase using more focused coding (Saldana, 2014; Charmaz, 2006). This oriented our second coding round towards summarizing themes of inhibitors, enablers, actions taken, and entry points. We also produced our
first (preliminary) definition of entry points as actions taken by teams to substantively engage with their issue at hand.

The goal of Phase 2 of our qualitative analyses was to identify sources of paralysis (inhibitors) and sources of catalysis (enablers) in each team, as well as the early actions they decided to take to start addressing their focal issue (i.e., entry points). We used these themes to recode each of the original, chronologically organized documents and, similar to above, we made use of iterative individual and group engagement with the data as a process to check our analyses.

We followed an iterative within-case analytical process similar to the one described for Phase 1, comprised of three steps that we systematically replicated for each team:

- **Step 2.1**: We went back to the raw documents and produced individual memos listing sources of paralysis and catalysis in each team, as well as a description of entry points if teams took specific steps to move into action. At this stage, we understood entry points based on our first preliminary definition (as actions taken by teams to substantively engage with their issue at hand).
- **Step 2.2**: We used the memos from Step 2.1 to hold research team group discussions to coalesce around a description of inhibitors and enablers for each team as well as characteristics of entry points for teams that took specific actions to make progress in their collaborative work.
- **Step 2.3**: We generated a summary memo for each team listing and describing sources of paralysis and catalysis as well as a chronological account of actions taken by the team as they started to address their issue.

In Phase 3, incorporating our review of the literature on iterative, collaborative learning to address complex issues, we drafted a second definition of entry points for CBC teams as actions taken by teams to address a substantive piece of the problem and with potential for teams to learn more about their focal issue. We then used this second definition of entry points to organize teams in a spectrum from low to high, according to two criteria: 1) whether teams identified a focused course of action that addressed a substantive piece of the problem, and 2) whether the selected action had potential for teams to learn about their focal issue. We identify three different categories. Teams on the high end of the distribution—or “underway” teams—took specific actions to engage with the substantive nature of the problem. In contrast, teams on the lower end of the distribution—“stalled” teams—proposed no actions within the realm of the problem and/or devoted most of their work to collaborative processes and project management tasks. In between these two groups of teams, “searching” teams discussed and planned potential steps, but they were still too broad and/or not executed.

The research team first classified teams individually and then arrived at a consensus in the cases where there was initial disagreement. Three members of the research team engaged in this exercise, arriving at 100% agreement across raters for 6 out of 10 teams (teams B, C, D, G, H, and J). For the remaining four cases (teams A, E, F, and I) disagreement was always between adjacent categories (specifically, between searching
and underway). The research team decided the final classification of these four teams in a group discussion until consensus was reached for each case.

Finally, in Phase 4, we used this operationalization of entry points as our outcome of interest to identify systematic variation in paralyzers and catalyzers within each category, which led us to formulate our proposed relevant factors to early-stage CBC. Further exploration of the actions taken by teams within each analytical category also led us to incorporate into our definition of entry points for CBC teams four qualities that make an early action suitable to gain momentum. We describe the team categories, the explanatory factors, and the characteristics of suitable entry points in more detail in the results section.

**Quantitative Analyses.** In Phase 4, we complemented the qualitative approach described above with analyses of survey data to explore changes in teams’ perceptions of their work throughout the program, as well as assessing how responses aligned across each team’s members. Survey responses provided information on how team members perceived their goals as a team, their action plan, their levels of trust and psychological safety, and their sense of progress (this latter measure was only available at the end of the program). We specifically focused on the first and third waves of the survey and explored changes in these measures of perception between the beginning and the end of the program, aggregated at the team level. All measures are constructed from multiple Likert-scale items and have adequate internal consistency values for our purposes (Cronbach’s alpha is at or above 0.7 for all used measures).³

We also investigated variation in perception among the teams’ members as a supplemental measure of internal alignment. We looked at the spread across team members for each of our measures of interest and organized these analyses by team progress category (underway, searching, or stalled) to describe similarities and differences.⁴ We acknowledge that the variation we observe confounds true differences in perceptions with measurement error, but given our use of these measures as one additional source of information to triangulate and complement our qualitative analyses and their values of internal consistency for this sample, we argue their use is appropriate.

Furthermore, we analyzed data from the barrier prioritization exercise, which allowed us to identify trends in teams’ rankings of challenges throughout the program by progress category. We explored aggregated results by team, calculating the mean ranking score across team members for fifteen challenges. We also calculated the standard deviation for each challenge within each team as a proxy for alignment in how team members perceived each challenge.⁵

**Validity and Reliability.** Following Creswell and Creswell (2018), we used different strategies to ensure our study’s validity. We leveraged the documents in our dataset while being conscious of their variation in terms of each author’s relation to the phenomenon under study (i.e., documents directly produced by team members—such as progress memos and presentations—, meeting minutes taken by program observers with secondary but close to verbatim quotes by team members, and qualifying assessments of teamwork by program support observers external to the teams). By using these
different sources of qualitative data capturing the teams’ development from different perspectives, as well as the survey and barrier prioritization tool quantitative data, we were able to complement and contrast information and triangulate our propositions. In our findings, we also discuss potential discrepant information and offer possible explanations. Being aware of our embedded role in the research setting, we also made sure to follow Gibbs (2007) recommendations to achieve qualitative reliability in our analyses. We held regular and iterative research meetings to share analyses and build consensus across the different stages of analyses. Specifically, we built in cross-check processes by iterating between individual engagement with the data, sharing individual analyses with other team members, contrasting across these sets of individual analyses, and summarizing our discussion and findings.

Findings

We organize our findings in three different sections. First, we describe the three categories of teams (underway, searching, and stalled) that emerged from our analysis according to their degree of success in selecting entry points. For this categorization we used our definition of entry points for CBC teams which emerged from combining our inductive analysis of the data and the existing literature on iterative, learning-oriented action (i.e., actions taken by teams to address a substantive piece of the problem and with potential for teams to learn more about their focal issue). We describe each of the categories of teams in relation to actions they took and whether these actions focused on the problem and were learning-oriented. The second section in our findings describes the emerging construct of entry points for CBCs by examining the actions taken by underway teams, and we propose a set of criteria for an effective entry point. We find that entry points exist when the team identifies meaningful, actionable, acceptable, and provisional actions. We define each criterion and describe how it appeared in the teams studied. Third, we propose three factors (representation, trust, and agency) to explain the variation across teams in making progress (defined as identifying entry points and operationalized in our three analytical categories). We describe each of the factors and provide evidence on how they are or are not present for each category of teams. The first two sections offer an answer to our first research question (what does a CBC team’s successful start look like?) while the third one addresses our second research question (why are some teams more successful than others in getting started?).

Initial Progress in Early-Stage Cross-Boundary Teams: Finding Focus and Selecting Entry Points

To explore the beginnings of CBCs and propose factors that helped or hindered them to select an entry point, we situated all teams on a spectrum from low to high, based on the extent to which they met the following criteria: 1) they identified a focused course of action that addressed a substantive piece of the problem, and 2) the selected action had
potential for teams to further learn about their focal issue. We organized teams into the following three clusters:

- **“Underway”** teams identified and later executed specific actions to address the problem and to learn more as they executed.
- **“Searching”** teams discussed and planned potential actions to take but these remained too broad to enable focused learning or action and/or were not executed during our period of observation.
- **“Stalled”** teams had not yet succeeded in identifying concrete actions to engage with the problem and/or the actions they took were not conducive to substantive learning about their focal issue.

Table 1 shows the ten teams categorized as stalled (3), searching (3), and underway (4).

A within-category description of the early actions taken by teams allows us to answer our first research question and describe what a successful start looks like for a CBC. The four underway teams identified one or more entry points that helped them get started, take some concrete actions related to their focal issue, and learn more about the problem. None of the actions taken by the four underway teams solved the problems they were working on immediately or entirely, and at the end of nine months, there was still much work left to do, but their selection of a suitable entry point arguably set them upon a learning trajectory to make progress. Table 2 below describes the entry points that the underway teams found and acted on. Interestingly, all underway teams ranked “Defining interventions, programs, and policies” as one of the most challenging barriers in the barrier prioritization exercise (Appendix C), while the rest of the teams did not. This data point might indicate that the underway teams engaged more deeply with the challenge of determining entry points and moving to action—and eventually succeeded in taking suitable, concrete steps.

The other six teams were not able to find or select an entry point that was focused enough and had potential for the team to learn about their focal issue. The three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underway</th>
<th>Searching</th>
<th>Stalled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Identified and later executed specific actions to address the problem and learn more about their focal issue)</td>
<td>(Discussed and planned potential actions to take but these remained too broad to enable focused learning or action and/or were not executed during our period of observation)</td>
<td>(Had not yet succeeded in identifying concrete actions to engage with the problem and/or the actions they took were not conducive to substantive learning about their focal issue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team A</td>
<td>Team E</td>
<td>Team C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team B</td>
<td>Team F</td>
<td>Team D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team F</td>
<td>Team G</td>
<td>Team H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Categorization of CBC Teams.
### Table 2. Entry Points for Underway Teams.

| A | **Focal Issue:** Mental Health and Addiction | **Community listening project**  
  The team launched a community listening project to identify and understand gaps in the city’s mental health and addiction ecosystem; they convened 80+ philanthropies and relevant stakeholders to identify ways to collectively work together on mental health and addiction. This led to recommendations on how to allocate $15 million for a mental health strategy, which passed council unanimously right at the end of the program. |
| B | **Focal Issue:** Equitable Economic Development | **Investment-oriented event led by the Mayor and County Council Chair**  
  As part of the city’s plan to increase economic development, the city held an investment-oriented event, which brought together tech entrepreneurs with 100 CEOs/CIOs to build relationships and encourage investment. The mayor and county council chairman opened the event – both had remarks that intentionally demonstrated that they were collaborating to build economic development. |
| F | **Focal Issue:** Access to Affordable Housing / Homelessness | **Focus on location and community**  
  The team identified sites for a housing center (a longer-stay shelter that aims to house guests after a 1-3 month stay) and sites for smaller housing communities. They also developed a community engagement strategy to gain buy-in from the broad community and gain an understanding of the issue. They designed it with the goals of listening to people who are suffering or have suffered homelessness and engaging different stakeholders: community-wide, homeowners, subject matter experts, private sector leaders, neighborhoods, boards of non-profits, etc. |
| G | **Focal Issue:** Sustainable Urban Growth | **Focus on community and concrete timeline for mobility improvement**  
  The team chose to focus on working with the community and key stakeholders on better understanding everyone’s needs, interests, concerns, perspectives, and preferences. They divided the work into concrete pieces: the Chamber of Commerce administered surveys and met face-to-face with 40 businesses in several regions in [City G] to understand their perspective, the Bus Riders of [City G] held regular meetings and reached out via social media to solicit feedback from bus riders in the city, and the University held meetings to gather feedback from students, faculty, and staff about the implementation of the Bus Rapid Transit initiative. This led to recommendations for the council to approve the building of two new roads and provided a concrete timeline to follow. |
searching teams discussed various ideas that could turn into suitable entry points, but they did not move to action during the program arguably because their ideas were still too broad—they needed more refinement to be sufficiently focused on the issue at hand and allow for learning. For example, at the very end of the program, Team J, working on youth unemployment, discussed the idea of collecting data by interviewing young people in their city. This idea had the potential of becoming a suitable entry point, but conditional on the scope of their questions and their plan to learn from and use the information collected. Team I, which worked on economic development, discussed designing a communication strategy to connect with the community, but its scope and design was not fully defined at the end of the program. A plan to communicate with residents might be helpful in generating issue-relevant learning but it was still not clear if Team I was considering a two-way communication strategy or if it mostly planned to explain its economic development plans to the community. Team E, working on quality education, was successful in engaging funders, but, at least by the end of the program, they had not yet identified a specific enough action or plan for which to use the funds they could obtain.

These searching teams faced more difficulties narrowing down their problem definitions than underway teams. As a result, they struggled to gain clearer focus and to identify concrete actions to take. For example, Team I managed to articulate an overarching strategy but struggled to envision a concrete path for action. A field lab observer recorded the following for Team I on the final visit:

One of the top challenges discussed was the team’s ability to define a concrete plan of action. They have an overall encompassing strategy, but they still struggle with operationalizing it. There is more disagreement when they go into the specifics of it, and they acknowledged it.

In fact, moving to the implementation stage presented a salient issue for searching teams. Team E members identified “Developing a plan of action” and “Implementing a plan of action” as their two biggest challenges in the barrier prioritization tool (Appendix C). Similarly, Team J, expressed how their focus oscillated between “short and long term” perspectives and a “project-oriented vs. system-led” approach to interventions. In sum, we observed searching teams working hard to turn broad goals into implementable actions, but, at least for the duration of the program, they did not find fully concrete and learning-oriented entry points.

Finally, stalled teams struggled to act on their problem for most of the studied period. They found it testing to concretely and narrowly define their problem statement and found themselves preoccupied by challenges unrelated to the substance of their problems. For example, Team C struggled with formulating its public value proposition and felt trapped in a state of analysis-paralysis. During the final visit to the city, a team member reflected on their apparent stalemate saying:

It felt like we were stuck in circular conversation at the beginning. […] To a degree, we’ve done a lot and to a degree we haven’t … it feels like we’re still back at where we were
from the start—back to ground zero […] One of the main threats I see here is that there is a tendency to continue to have dialogue but not much investment [in action]. (Team C, team member’s reflection)

In fact, during the barrier prioritization exercise, Team C identified “defining public value” and “defining success” as two of the most challenging barriers throughout the program (Appendix C). At the end of the program, much of their work as a team seemed to have focused on preparing a presentation for the city’s leaders about their work on and ideas about their focal issue. As one team member reflected: “We got it wrong that it’s been focused on the presentation instead of solving the problem.” They engaged in action to prepare this presentation, but did not take actions directly targeted at the substance of the issue.

Teams D and H experienced difficulties narrowing down what specific areas to tackle or on which groups of affected constituencies to focus. For Team D, what proved challenging was agreeing on where to start and deciding on what the core of their effort should be (homelessness vs. sustainable housing) or their main constituency (people experiencing homelessness, or low-income people with housing challenges). This lack of clarity made it hard to discuss and define concrete strategies:

The team lacks consensus on who they are trying to solve this problem for because they speak about building housing for three different groups. They recognized that differences about priorities exist within the group and that others may not agree on the public value at all times. The definition of the problem is still very generic. They have identified different groups of citizens that they want to impact (homeless, low-income) and also groups of stakeholders they need to interact with (general public), but the categories show strong overlap and they struggle a lot to differentiate them. (Team D, observers’ reflections during final visit)

Team D ended up coalescing around the task of hiring a project manager. During the final visit to the city, several team members described drafting the job description and getting funds approved to hire someone as their accomplishments during the program. One member said, “We made the job description together as a group,” and another said, “We have a draft job description for project manager.” Another one added, “the commitment from city council and permission to hire a task manager are big steps. The task manager will be hired for two years.” While this was a concrete action achieved by the group’s shared work, it did not specifically address the substantive nature of the problem nor did it allow them to identify concrete learning opportunities to guide next steps. In addition, it may have arguably postponed progress by leaving the work to someone else—the project manager to be hired. As captured by one of the observers during the final visit to the city: “There is no definition of possible deliverables, given that the team is stuck on the idea that they need a project manager. They have a short-term plan for selecting a project manager.”

Team H, working on homelessness, also named many different parts of the problem (prevention vs. remedial efforts, different groups of people becoming homeless, perception of other residents). At the end of the program, the team had some ideas for
interventions (focusing on veteran homelessness, programs sharing stories around homelessness, educating citizenship, etc.) but “there doesn’t seem to be a clear plan prioritizing strategies or strategically combining programs and interventions” (Team H, observers” reflections during final visit). In fact, even at the beginning of the program there seemed to be certain lack of clarity on how to strategize for action. During the initial city visit to launch the program, one team member in Team H highlighted their perceived need for a strategic plan: “We need a strategic plan so we can apply for implementation money, not just planning money.” At that same time, another complained that there had been too many strategic plans in the past without action. As an observer noted during the final visit to the city, a team member pointed at plans contained in a binder they had brought to the meeting and said: “We have three strategic plans but there’s no progress. We need to get beyond the plan.” By the end of the program, the team was engaged in developing another strategic plan to obtain funding.

**Qualities of Suitable Entry Points Oriented Towards Progress**

A closer exploration of the entry points identified by underway teams (see Table 2) helped us articulate more clearly what the key characteristics of a suitable entry point are in this type of work. We propose that CBC teams working on complex social problems all face common barriers, but those that make concrete progress manage to find entry points that encompass the characteristics of being meaningful, actionable, acceptable, and provisional. As described in more detail below, the most successful teams devised concrete actions that made logical sense given the mission of the team (i.e., they were meaningful), gave them something manageable on which to focus (i.e., they were actionable), were sufficiently supported by members of the team and their authorizers (i.e., they were acceptable), and allowed the teams to move to action while simultaneously understanding that more learning still needed to be done (i.e., they were provisional) (See Figure 1). Below, we describe each of these qualities in more detail, and we provide examples of actions taken by underway teams and contrast them with those of searching and stalled teams. We also argue how an entry point that meets each of these criteria helps address the paradoxical nature of CBC work.

**Meaningful Entry Points.** We propose that an entry point that allows teams to make progress needs to be meaningful and address some part of the focal issue. This will increase the likelihood of generating some impact that is substantively relevant to the problem the teams are tackling. For example, the actions taken by Teams B and C are notably different in this respect. Team B (underway) organized an investment-oriented event to engage companies in the economic ecosystem of their city, an action that clearly falls within their problem space of addressing economic development. In contrast, Team C (stalled) took action to put together a presentation for the mayor and some city leaders at the end of the program displaying disposition to analysis but no concrete action steps. We argue that to increase the likelihood of teams making progress, they need to consider concrete actions with an impact on
the issue. Looking for meaningful entry points helps teams with the substantive problem-solving paradoxes (Waardenburg et al., 2020a) by allowing them to take a small action while remaining engaged with the full context and complexity of the problem. Instead of debating between analysis and action, a meaningful entry point affords an opportunity to take an action that, by virtue of being focused on part of the problem space, not only increases the likelihood of substantive impact but provides further information to enrich the analysis of the problem, leading to more meaningful action.

**Actionable Entry Points.** A suitable entry point needs to be implementable by the team. If an action selected by CBC teams encompasses too large a piece of the problem or is expected to take too long to execute, it might derail the teams’ first steps into action. For example, Team F (underway), working on homelessness, was able to pick specific sites to locate a longer-term shelter and other small housing facilities. Team I (searching), developing a holistic economic development plan, came out of the in-person program with the idea of creating a communication strategy to engage with a broader audience in the city, and they discussed this strategy throughout the duration of the program:

… [T]hinking about our communication strategy, we need to figure out how to communicate the strategy in a way that it’s relatable to everyone affected by our program, so it doesn’t feel … just like a corporate strategy. I think we have so far made … good work communicating to the usual audience, organization leaders and so on, but we still need to figure out how to engage the rest of our residents. (Team I, team member’s reflection)

Team I’s scope definition and communication design remained elusive, at least throughout the program, with team members still discussing how to implement the communication strategy at the end of the program. This suggests that the scope of the problem they were trying to address might have been too large making the choice of targeted action more challenging.

Similar to meaningful entry points, actionable entry points allow teams to deal with the substantive problem-solving paradoxes (Waardenburg et al., 202a) by taking concrete, manageable actions that remain connected to the larger issue they are trying to tackle.

**Acceptable Entry Points.** An acceptable entry point is an action everyone on the team can support. Not everyone needs to be enthusiastic about it, but nobody should object. That is, it needs to be perceived as a legitimate effort by team members and the stakeholders they represent. For example, Team G (underway) implemented a holistic community engagement strategy that drew on the broad representation of perspectives in the team. Different team members worked with their respective organizations and constituencies (the chamber of commerce, a university, a bus riders affinity group, etc.) to understand their needs in relation to a sustainable transportation model for the city and build support for the initiative. In this case, the support within the team radiated
outside team boundaries to reach external meaningful actors, and this arguably supported passing two new Bus Transit Routes in the city. In contrast, Team H (stalled), focusing on homelessness, worked on designing a regional strategic plan and hiring a consultant. In this case, there seemed to be alignment across members within the team but they experienced difficulties bringing onboard external actors from the city and county level of government. They expressed mixed feelings about how a meeting with county and city officials had gone. One team member shared, “It was a hard meeting, I felt challenged a lot,” and another added, “It was unfortunate to see some [people] use this setting, created to build real collaboration, for political gain.” Another one described it in these terms: “We had a joint meeting and there were some dissenting voices from the city and county.”

We propose that finding acceptable entry points helps teams tackle the collaborative process and the multi-relational accountability paradoxes (Waardenburg et al., 2020a). Entry points that are perceived as a legitimate course of action by team members will get teams engaging in reinforcing positive cycles of collaboration. Acceptable entry points are also promising in bridging gaps between internal team members, their home organizations, and other relevant stakeholders.

**Provisional Entry Points.** A suitable entry point needs to enable learning and allow teams to decide on the next step to take. As such, it is not a final solution, but an action that sets a team up for execution as learning (Edmondson, 2012). In other words, the action generates learning that informs the team about what next action to take. For example, Team A (underway) launched a community listening project bringing together a large number of external stakeholders that could help them identify gaps in the city’s current strategy to deal with mental health and addiction. This engagement eventually led to the specific recommendations to allocate funding for a city-wide mental health strategy that was passed by the city council right at the end of the program. This case showed how the implementation of a first action (the community listening project) resulted in learning that then informed a second action (a specific recommendation to be funded and passed by the council). In the case of Team J (searching), the idea they considered at the end of the program of interviewing young unemployed people signals a potential entry point that, depending on design, could indeed allow the team to learn about the focal issue and inform subsequent action. In contrast, Team D (stalled) focused a lot of their effort on drafting the job description for a project manager. They clearly perceived the need for this guiding figure and engaged in this action jointly as a team, but, on its own, hiring a project manager would not provide an opportunity to substantively learn about homelessness in their city.

We argue that provisional is core to the entry point being a place from which to build more focus and momentum. As such, it helps teams deal with the paralysis ensuing from all paradoxes by providing avenues for both analysis and action, keeping both concrete actions and the larger phenomenon in mind, allowing both collaboration to build trust and trust to engage in collaboration, and managing both external and internal accountability and legitimacy building.
Explaining Variation in Progress: Representation, Trust, Agency

After offering an answer to what a successful start looks like for a CBC team, we moved to answer why some teams were more successful than others in finding entry points. We used our categorization of teams (stalled, searching and underway), and explored patterns across teams within each of these categories to identify relevant factors in hindering or enabling focused, learning-oriented actions. Through inductive analyses, we identified three explanatory factors for teams in the early stages of collaborations that were able to find entry points: representation, trust, and agency. In the following sections, we describe what we mean by representation, trust, and agency in the context of early-stage CBC teams, and we present evidence from our data to illustrate differences across categories in each of these explanatory factors.

**Representation.** Teams varied in terms of composition according to which organizations their members represented. We considered representation across different sectors (public, private, non-profits), but also across different operational area levels (national, regional, local). While underway teams displayed broad stakeholder representations and an intentional disposition to involve external stakeholders, stalled teams included a narrower and less balanced set of perspectives. In between, searching teams strived to expand representation but still missed sufficient input from relevant stakeholders, noticeably from the population most affected by their focal issue.

**Representation: Stalled Teams.** One thing stalled teams had in common was limited stakeholder representation: city departments and non-state organizations with a strong interest in and perspective on the issue had not been sufficiently included. Underway teams and even searching teams featured a broader range of perspectives. Two stalled teams, Teams D and H, had unbalanced team compositions through over-representation of a select group of actors, which prevented them from including and integrating the multiple perspectives needed to address complex social issues (see Figure 4a).

In the case of Team H, working on homelessness, most members were part of the county government, while only two represented the city. This lack of balance became even starker when one of the city members had to leave the team (for reasons unrelated to the collaborative work), a loss that was perceived as a major setback by the rest of the team. After this, a team member reflected, “I consider the loss of [city team member] to be a major setback to the process of improving collaboration on homelessness solutions between [City H] and outside stakeholders.” During the final city visit, an observer noted, “The team mentioned several times the setback that had been losing [city team member], a city member with relevant experience working around homelessness.” This left Team H with five county members and one city member, the six team members present at the end-of-program city visit.

Team D, working on homelessness as well, also exhibited an unbalanced composition. In this case, six members represented the city government, who, similarly to Team H, were the ones present during the end-of-program visit.
In searching teams, we observed clear indications of intentionally addressing issues of representation. Two of the searching teams (E and I) were similar in that they included team members that had already collectively worked on their respective issues in some capacity before the CBC program started. This previous work, however, did not include all relevant stakeholders, and these teams used the program as an opportunity to expand the boundaries of their teams, showing understanding that the issues they faced could not be addressed satisfactorily without certain parties present.

Team E, which was working on quality education, included representatives of service providers on one side, and city government on the other. Even at the beginning of the program, they were aware of some level of “fractured-ness” in the team, mostly because a wide group of service providers in the city had already been working on the issue for some time but without representation of the city public schools. Including service providers and a representative for the schools in the CBC team achieved a
more balanced composition, and the disconnection between the two sectors was addressed in the team’s conversations at the beginning of the in-person program:

The team came into the program a bit fractured because the service providers and fundraisers had already begun working on [the] issue together for about 18 months, but the efforts had not included anyone from [City E] Public Schools until now. [Team member from City E Public Schools] was new to the team and everyone in the group acknowledged how great and important this is (especially related to capacity – physical space for programs, information sharing, etc.). However, getting through some of the conversations the first day [was] tricky because service providers kept referencing an “us” that the school representative was not part of, and there were information gaps that needed to be filled in. On the second day, the group started surfacing some tensions regarding the “fractured-ness” of the team and the reasons for poor communication in the past. (Team E, observers’ summary memo of in-person program)

Similarly, most team members in Team I, another searching team, were already part of the work on a citywide economic development strategy that pre-existed the CBC program. However, when the team was created to be part of the program, the addition of two team members representing the city council and a grassroots activist perspective helped achieve a more balanced composition. This extension of the team and the novel perspective the two team members brought was further reinforced when all the members in the team were included as part of the proposed new governance body for the citywide development project. In fact, in both cases (Team E and Team I), much of the teams’ work and discussions revolved around reimagining their governance structure to include all the different perspectives that they deemed necessary.

[They] used to meet as an executive committee and now we actually changed our bylaws […]. So, this group [the team that participated in the program] has become our executive committee and this is the monthly meeting that we have talking about issues, talking about where we’re going. So, this group is engaged on a regular basis now. So, that’s been very exciting. (Team I, interview with city leaders in final visit)

The third searching team, Team J, working on youth unemployment, also experienced that expanding the range of perspectives by adding a young, previously unemployed person to the team helped create a productive dynamic. By including someone who was close to the issue, the team raised the sense of urgency, added perspectives on the problem, and started to identify avenues for action. However, the fact that the team still lacked representation from the private sector arguably prevented them from making even more progress, particularly as they considered developing initiatives that required collaboration with private employers. Throughout the program, they showed awareness of this representation gap and discussed how to leverage connections with private sector organizations. In fact, for the final city visit, they incorporated a representative of a non-profit working on placement of young people into jobs in private organizations:
The youth are somewhat represented, but the businesses who have the jobs that should be available to the youth are under-represented at this time. There was also talk that they may not have enough youth representation because the youth do not feel ownership to help solve the problem. As was mentioned before, business is not well represented (except through [name of non-profit]). (Team J, observers’ reflections in final visit)

**Representation: Underway Teams.** Many of the underway teams demonstrated an acute understanding of the multiplicity of perspectives around problems and solutions. This is clear in the broader representation of perspectives in teams, including team members working across multiple boundaries (see Figure 4c). Some of the teams invited perspectives of those who were very close to the problem into the team. For example, Team A focused on mental health and addiction included a community activist who had suffered a personal loss due to mental health and substance abuse. And in Team G, working on transportation and sustainable growth, one of the team members was part of a local affinity group of bus riders Team F, working on homelessness, presented a stark contrast to Teams D and H (both stalled teams also working on homelessness). In the case of Team F, the team’s composition was balanced between city and county levels of government, with three members representing each (which contrasts with the more unbalanced composition of Teams D and H described above). Team B, another underway team with an a priori unbalanced representation between city and county, intentionally addressed this issue by elevating the county member to be one of their co-leaders and a reference for the team’s work, as we describe in the next section.

Underway teams were also very intentional in soliciting input from the larger community of stakeholders. Instead of remaining within the microcosm of the team itself, they devised strategies and took actions to gain community and stakeholder input. They devoted large amounts of their work to planning community engagement efforts. Team A launched a community listening project and was very intentional about including the perspective of multiple stakeholders:

> Our issue is broad and the complexity of the problem requires us to include a large number of diverse stakeholders and existing groups. We support the need for taking an intersectional approach and involving representatives from related social issues and we also want to honor and engage existing work while managing the large number that will be involved in informing and bringing the strategy to action. The role of the [name of initiative connecting broad group of stakeholders] will accommodate this need, and their work will be to develop and consent to strategies as individuals and representatives of their organizations and communities. The governance model will evolve and change as the strategy moves into implementation. (City A, team member’s reflection)

Team F developed a Community Engagement Plan to educate citizens about homelessness from an equity lens, to deal with community opposition, and to garner support to push elected officials to commit to long term initiatives:
Part of the final visit to the city is devoted to workshop a civic engagement strategy. They discuss listening to people who are suffering or have suffered homelessness. Then, they focus on how to engage different stakeholders: community-wide, homeowners, subject matter experts, private sector leaders, neighborhoods, boards of non-profits, etc. They are aware that they have to get to different audiences and maybe use different framings accordingly. They also include in their next step that it is “absolutely necessary to engage elected officials in teaching community.” (Team F, observers’ reflections during final visit)

And Team G opted for a holistic approach and tailored plans to achieve buy-in from very different stakeholders (landowners, council, administration, university, businesses, bus riders):

After City Council approved the [Bus Rapid Transit] routes in April, the team was able to provide specific updates and ask questions related to the decision and next steps. For example, the Chamber of Commerce administered surveys and met face-to-face with 40 businesses in several regions in [City G] to understand their perspective. [Bus riders from local affinity group] have held regular meetings and have reached out via social media to solicit feedback from bus riders in the city. And the University has held meetings to gather feedback from students, faculty, and staff about the implementation of the [Bus Rapid Transit] initiative. (Team G, team member’s reflection)

Trust. Trust turned out to be a key factor to finding entry points as well. We define trust in CBC teams as an expression of confidence between collaborating parties and an interpersonal expectation that others’ actions will not be harmful or exploit any perceived vulnerabilities (Edmondson, 2004; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; Jones & George, 1998). Trust among team members results in “a set of behavioral expectations [...] allowing them to manage the uncertainty or risk associated with their interactions” (Jones & George, 1998; p. 532). We also investigated the related concept of psychological safety as a group-level construct that captures “individuals’ perceptions about the consequences of interpersonal risks in their work environment” (Edmondson, 2004, p. 241). We observed that trust (either within the team or with outside stakeholders) was a relevant challenge for stalled teams. In searching and underway teams, we found intentional care to cultivate trust within the team.

Trust: Stalled Teams. Many teams in our sample experienced trust challenges in connection to territorial tensions, particularly when the team was made up of representatives of two distinct (and somehow opposed) groups of stakeholders. Among stalled teams, this was the case of Team C, which worked on economic development and was composed of members of the government on one side and members from the private sector on the other (See Figure 4a.) The team spoke of different work cultures across sectors as a challenge they had encountered: “There are a set of processes for each organization—the private sector doesn’t have requirements that the public sector does—and it is challenging when people don’t understand what the processes are.” (Team C, team member’s reflection during final visit)
This divide between government and non-government team members was particularly apparent, since Team C worked in a policy context with historical mistrust of government. In fact, Team C is the only group in the study that found “Learning to trust each other” as one of the most challenging barriers in their prioritization exercise (Appendix C), and the only one for which psychological safety was lower at the end than at the beginning of the program (Appendix F).

Team H, which worked on homelessness and was also categorized as stalled, had to navigate pre-existing tensions between city and county, as both levels of government had a role to play in addressing this issue. One county team member shared at City H’s kick-off meeting, “We need greater trust between the city and county. [City H] is the epicenter of the problem and also where the services are. Historically, we’ve gotten in each other’s way. We need more openness and willingness to work together.”

Interestingly, in teams H and D (Team D was another team in the stalled category), team members felt comfortable within the team and trusted the other team members. Both teams ranked “learning to trust each other” among the least challenging barriers of collaboration and were on the higher end of the distribution for psychological safety both at the beginning and at the end of the program. In contrast, they expressed lack of trust to other stakeholders outside the team and identified politicians outside the room, competing projects, and other government representatives as reasons against progress:

There are difficult times in [City D] in a political context. […] Each of the political parties has their agenda and some major project they want to prioritize, from citizen participation to new ways of providing services and everything between. (Team D, team member’s reflection)

I still feel we do not have the chief executive officers totally on board. At this level [signaling the people in the room] I feel very comfortable with the collaboration we are building and we see the urgency and the need. It is the next level (county and city management) that is proving harder in creating that level of collaboration. (Team H, team member’s reflections).

**Trust: Searching Teams.** Issues of internal trust are actively worked and addressed in searching teams. In all three teams, we see evidence of team members engaging in difficult conversations that are perceived as turning points in their collaboration. For example, during one of the first group-work sessions in the in-person program, Team I departed from the proposed plan to have a hard and open conversation:

Some members share previous feelings they had regarding the work of the group so far. They are respectful but honestly bring up issues of trust. The honest sharing is very emotional, but it feels like a breakthrough for the group and for them to bond. (Team I, observers’ notes during in-person program)

Very early in the week, some tensions surfaced and the team had a hard conversation touching on how truly equitable [name of project for holistic development in City I] is managing to be […]. As a consequence of speaking up and candidly […], the team
seems to have become substantially more connected. Also during this week, the group developed norms and expectations for working with each other, focusing on ensuring open communication among the group, stating that “moving forward, this group is family.” (Team I, observers’ memo at the end of in-person program)

When discussing their norms, one of the members in Team I stressed the importance of open communication by proposing that “when we have something to say, I challenge us to say it in the room with everyone, not save it for a conversation only with one on the hallway.” Team E, another searching team, also developed norms for their interactions, vowing during the in-person program not to be “too polite” with each other moving forward as a way to comfortably challenge and question each other. During the in-person program, the observer notes captured these dynamics in Team E:

In the first part of the conversation, when discussing the agreed-upon public value, there were several important moments: [Team member 1] stopped the group as noted above to make sure [Team member 2]’s voice was heard, and then [Team member 3] stopped the group again because he felt like the members were talking across each other and weren’t really aligned. Then [Team member 1] stopped again to check in with [Team member 4] to see if he felt aligned with the “buckets” they were talking about as far as “quality programming”. (Team E, observers’ notes during in-person program)

In Team J, trust within the team also grew throughout the program. As described by an observer during the in-person program, “Their growing trust and openness with each other was palpable.” (Team J, observers’ memo after in-person program). Team J members displayed this growing trust by challenging each other to commit to the work once they were back in their city and by highlighting gaps in their work:

[Team member] challenged them about their commitment to this work once they all went back home. Were they going to forget about it? This made the team … think about how committed they were and how they would hold each other accountable. (Team J, observers’ notes during in-person program)

For searching teams, in general, issues of trust related to stakeholders outside the team were found to be much less salient.

**Trust: Underway Teams.** Among underway teams, we observed cases in which teams intentionally applied strategies to grow trust. Teams B and G actively used negotiation tools to align minds and empathize with different perspectives (e.g., performing exercises such as “writing each other’s victory speeches” to build empathy among different stakeholders represented in the team, or using the “ladder of inference” to gain understanding of someone else’s perceptions, perspectives, and assumptions).

Team G had arrived at the program with the solution (a bus rapid transit system) before a clear definition of the issue (equitable and sustainable urban mobility), and they collectively worked to understand the issue more holistically as part of sustainable city growth instead of just implementing a technical solution for a public
transportation system. As part of this process, they adopted a human-centered approach, trying to understand the push-back they had experienced in the past as resistance to change. They tried to act from a place of empathy to understand their constituents:

We spent a fair bit of time discussing how the organizational culture in the city could best respond to what we were proposing without feeling threatened, how to break down existing silos within the departments, and how to try to get at the emotional concerns of stakeholders with real answers, rather than technical responses, which has been the past tendency, and which is what has gotten us into trouble. (Team G, team member’s reflection)

[We] immediately set up meetings with people to share information and to build trust. We can truly only evolve at the speed of trust. I reached out to other agencies to have conversations about what worked. Rather than rushing through process to get to the next step, more effort and time is spent to understand where people are coming from. [We] had an engagement session last week where we met with riders to learn where they want to be engaged in the future and what steps we might take to get there. (Team G, team member’s reflection, final visit to city)

Team B used negotiation tools, such as the idea of writing each other’s victory speeches, to address pre-existing tensions between the city and county:

The mayor and county council chairman opened the event—both had remarks that intentionally demonstrated that they were collaborating … to build economic development. [The mayor’s speech] intentionally added opportunities for them to acknowledge the good things that the other was doing, literally “writing each other’s victory speech,” from the negotiation session at the collaboration program. (Team B, team member’s reflection)

Finally, all underway teams showed an increase in psychological safety from the beginning to the end of the program, even when their starting points varied widely. In contrast, for stalled teams, we observed two distinct and opposing patterns. While Team C witnessed a sharp decline in their perceived level of team psychological safety, teams D and H showed high levels throughout. In these two cases, they perceived “learning to trust each other” as one of the least challenging barriers in their collaboration. Given that these two teams showed unbalanced representations of perspectives, trust alone might not fully explain whether teams locate entry points and make progress. However, its interaction with a balanced and legitimate representation in the team appears to be a key differentiator between the clusters of teams.

Agency. Agency, or the capacity of teams to “own” the work, make independent decisions, and self-guide their efforts, seemed to be an important factor in determining if a team found a successful entry point. On the two opposing sides of the spectrum, stalled
teams seemed to display a significant lack of agency, while underway teams benefited from organically emerging leaders to drive their work.

**Agency: Stalled Teams.** Stalled teams seemed to struggle to see themselves as key agents of change able to exert influence on their focal issue. This perception manifested in different ways.

As described earlier, Team D focused its efforts on hiring a project manager who would have to start doing the work in earnest, which may have been a form of unintentional work avoidance. The team members appeared to see themselves as a committee writing a job description for someone else rather than as a team responsible for thinking through the problem and ideating solutions.

Similarly, Team C, particularly at the end of the program, seemed to see their involvement as finished and were ready to pass along the work. They saw themselves as an advisory committee to the city leaders, rather than a team responsible for making sure the proposals were implemented.

Repeatedly during the meeting, the team expressed the need for the creation of a new implementation team in charge of materializing the goals they have agreed on. They kept referring to the convening of this implementation team as the next step and saying that they [the new implementation team] would be the ones in charge of “defining and setting the milestones.” (Team C, observers’ notes during final city visit)

Finally, Team H focused their attention on planning without moving to action. As mentioned, at the beginning of the program they complained of there being too many strategic plans, and at the end, they were still discussing how to determine a new plan. Furthermore, after the in-person training sessions in the program, no whole team meetings took place, which suggests a lack of momentum.

**Agency: Searching Teams.** Searching teams displayed higher levels of agency than stalled teams. One way in which this manifested was in Team E’s and Team I’s deep discussions around their governance structure. Both teams saw it necessary to settle on a specific model for governance and team leadership and inserted themselves within existing structures working on their respective issues. All three teams displayed a vocal drive to push the work by repeatedly referring to the urgency to act. For example, members of Team I shared during the in-person program their shock when through initial research they found that only small percent of people in City I thought their kids would keep living there, and how that called for their work to focus on “everyone to have a decent place to live”. Notes for Team J in the in-person program captured one team member exclaiming “I think we can really do something here!” as part of a working session described as having “so much momentum and progress that they didn’t want to attend the next lecture but reluctantly went along”. After the in-person program, another member of Team J reflected on how the team “needs to keep urgency”.

Despite these signs of empowerment, searching teams related concerns with their authorizing environment that seemed to introduced doubts about their ability to
effect change. For example, some of the members in Team E expected the mayor to take charge and champion the initiative, perhaps instead of seeing agency as fully within the team. In addition, some of the teams shared concerns related to external actors who were doing similar work. They seemed to see these external stakeholders as limiting their ability to act and/or holding some of their responsibility for effecting change. For example, a member of Team J shared during the final visit to the city that “challenges become greater when we need commitment from outside the room.”

Agency: Underway Teams. For underway teams, leading members and shared leadership emerged organically, a potential indication that they saw the team as playing a relevant role solving their focal issue. In Team A, one team member took it upon themselves to create an internal project team with two other team members to manage the work. Among other things, this allowed them to establish recurrent meetings. In Team G, two team members acted as co-leaders, dividing their responsibilities between internal team management and external engagement.

In Team B, two team members (one from the city and one from the county) took responsibility for shared team leadership. They were perceived by others in the team as having the most subject matter expertise, which partly explained their ability to lead. But this shared leadership also helped to quell the pre-existing tensions between the city and county in addressing economic development. As mentioned, this team suffered from an unbalanced composition with over-representation of city members and only one county member in a context with pre-existing city-county tensions. However, the team was able to address this issue by discussing it early in the program and by embracing co-leadership. The co-leaders saw the pre-existing tensions between their organizations as a shared responsibility to be managed and tried to provide solutions. As shared by a team member:

“Let’s quit thinking in the first person and let’s put your interests ahead of mine for the time being.” It’s productive when you feel like someone is trying to take a little more interest in what your interests are. [...] From a legal, public policy standpoint, we have to have both the city and the county involved.

In sum, searching teams displayed higher levels of agency. They saw themselves as playing a relevant role to make a difference in their focal issue with their confidence resting on the expertise of organically emerged leaders and team members. They put themselves in positions to push their work, for example by presenting their work to relevant city stakeholders such as elected officials, city councils, etc., and included some or all of their members in governance structures making decisions on their issue.

Discussion

Contributions

This study deepens and expands our understanding of the dynamics of CBC teams as they start their journey. It develops the concept of entry points for CBC teams as a key
milestone in the early stages of a problem-solving process. We found that representa-
tion, trust, and agency are key factors that helped teams to take focused,
learning-oriented actions. Successful teams leverage entry points, conceived as apen-
tures into a complex and partly unknown problem space and move from conversation
to action in a way that allows them to learn more about the problem they aim to tackle.
Close analyses of these entry points resulted in the conclusion that suitable entry points
were meaningful, actionable, acceptable, and provisional. Table 3 summarizes the key
findings of our study.

While the early stages of the collaborative problem-solving process can have a
make-or-break character, the dynamics in and around CBC teams have not been
studied in much detail. The fact that uncertainty, ambiguity and disorientation are
inherent to tackling complex, multifaceted social issues has been pointed out exten-
sively in the literatures on public management and organizational behavior, in partic-
ular by studies on paradoxes. However, a detailed empirical analysis on early-stage
dynamics, an identification of factors conducive to success and an operationalization
of the concept of entry points are new contributions that are relevant for researchers
and practitioners alike.

Meaningful, Actionable, Acceptable, and Provisional Entry Points to Navigate Paradoxes.
Previous research on paradoxes in collaborative governance had identified
three kinds relevant to CBCs: substantive-problem solving paradoxes, collaborative-process paradoxes, and multi-relational accountability paradoxes
(Waardenburg et al., 2020a). Consistent with acceptance strategies that invite
actors to embrace paradox (Clegg et al., 2002; Lewis, 2000) and resolution strat-
egies that suggest looking for ways to meet paradoxical demands simultaneously
(Smith & Lewis, 2011; Poole and Van de Ven, 1989), Waardenburg et al. (2020a)
found in a field study that successful CBC teams were able to adopt a “both/and”
mindset to deal with paradoxes: accepting the paradoxical nature of their work and
addressing both sides of apparent contradictions at the same time. Our
study identifies factors that increase the likelihood of a team adopting this
mindset and being comfortable with the inherent paradox associated with an
entry point: focusing on a small part of the problem and keeping sight of the
larger issue at the same time.

Meaningful, actionable, acceptable, and provisional entry points allow teams to deal
with contradictory elements simultaneously. They enable CBC teams to set themselves
on a path of discovery and learning by doing and move beyond analysis-paralysis,
competing commitments, and performance anxiety.

Representation, Trust, and Agency as Critical Factors. Not all teams find their entry
point(s) immediately and some never do. Uncertainty and ambiguity can cause
teams to feel anxious about making decisions, acting, and moving forward (Putnam
et al., 2016). We found that teams that do start to gain momentum (searching teams
to some extent and underway teams to a large extent) have more balanced representa-
tion, higher levels of trust, and a stronger sense of agency.
### Table 3. Factor Summary Table by Category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions Taken by Teams (at the beginning of their CBC)</th>
<th>Underway (4 teams: A, B, F, G)</th>
<th>Searching (3 teams: E, I, J)</th>
<th>Stalled (3 teams: C, D, H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meaningful</td>
<td>Actionable</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Meaningful (address a substantive piece of the problem); Actionable (feasible to act on); Acceptable (sufficiently supported by team members and authorizers); Provisional (allow learning to guide next actions)

- **X** = action taken by team meets criteria;
- **?** = action taken by team has potential to meet criteria but does not during the period under study;
- [blank] = action taken by team does not meet criteria

**REPRESENTATION**

**HIGH**
- Broad stakeholder representation from the beginning (3/4)
- Balanced stakeholder representation (3/4) OR actively addressing imbalance (1/4)
- Including members close to the issue/who have experienced the issue (2/4)
- Active community engagement and input from stakeholders external to CBC team (3/4)

**HIGH-MEDIUM**
- Team members are aware of missing perspectives in previous work or current work. They are intentional about inviting new team members to fill representation gaps (3/3)
- Materializing and/or reinforcing inclusion of all team stakeholders through formal structures (i.e., designing governance structure) (2/3)
  - but
- Still insufficient input/perspective of the population most affected by the team's work (3/3)

**LOW**
- Narrow and unbalanced team composition due to over-representation of one group of stakeholders (2/3)
- OR narrow composition with two competing main groups of stakeholders represented (1/3)
- Problems with representation go unaddressed (3/3)

**TRUST**

**HIGH**
- Intentional strategies to build trust both internally and externally (3/3)
  - Safe to disagree
  - Negotiation tools (putting your interest above mine, write each other victory speech)
  - Planning/promoting work with external agents (e.g., other levels of government)
  - Designated person to work with external stakeholders

**HIGH-MEDIUM**
- **Re: Internal trust**
  - Having hard conversations that increased trust among team members, (3/3)
  - “Temperature checks” to include all voices in team (1/3) and norms for their meetings and communications (2/3)
  - Comfortable challenging each other and asking tough questions of the group (2/3)
  - but
- **Re: External trust**
  - Less salient as an issue (3/3)
  - Harder to get commitment “from outside the room” (1/3)

**LOW**
- Mistrust among stakeholders internal to the team (1/3)
- or between team members and external stakeholders (2/3)
- Difficulty navigating pre-existing tensions between two relevant groups of stakeholders represented in the team (2/3)

(continued)
Table 3. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>Underway (4 teams: A, B, F, G)</th>
<th>Searching (3 teams: E, I, J)</th>
<th>Stalled (3 teams: C, D, H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>Team’s agency infused by:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- organically emerging leaders that facilitate the team’s work/engagement (3/4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- recognized expertise in guiding members (3/4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present and advocate their work in front of relevant stakeholders and decision-makers (e.g., city council, county council, elected representatives, etc.). They make their work public. (3/4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal drive to do the work, enthusiasm for the work (4/4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>Taking an active role in including themselves (team members) in governance structures within the broader issue environment (3/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocal drive to push the work (3/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>but “Concerns”/Issues with the authorizing environment (3/3):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Presence of external groups/stakeholders doing similar work (who have not been “invited” into the group; who may be getting displaced by new governance structures) (2/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Looking at mayor as a source of agency (i.e., expecting the mayor to champion the efforts vs seeing agency fully located in the team) (1/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling constrained by organizational barriers (2/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>Hard time seeing themselves as agents of change – low locus of control (3/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deferring to external conditions to explain difficulties (3/3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of teams in each category with evidence of the described characteristic.
Underway teams effectively engage multiple perspectives needed for their work from the beginning and make their different views compatible by establishing a psychologically safe environment and fostering trust internally and externally. Borrowing from Besharov and Smith’s (2014) model of multiplicity of logics, underway teams manage to 1) include the multiple core logics needed to function (in this case, to address their focal issue effectively), and 2) align these logics represented by different stakeholders in a way that they provide compatible prescriptions for action. This arguably helps teams identify suitable entry points. In searching teams, representation and trust are intentionally worked on by acting to resolve gaps in representation and having hard conversations to challenge each other, which develops trust. However, all these teams still lack sufficient input from the population most affected by their work (something that underway teams intentionally address by promoting active community engagement plans) which may explain why the actions they planned and/or undertook did not fully and clearly meet the criteria for suitable entry points.

At the other extreme, stalled teams do not effectively address their representation issues. One team had representatives from two opposing sets of stakeholders, which interacted with pre-existing tensions between these two groups. There was no attempt to resolve this tension by including additional perspectives in the team or create space to work through the tension (strategies that searching and underway teams employed). In the case of the other two stalled teams, internal trust in the group was not an issue, possibly because they were relatively homogeneous in terms of representation. In these two cases, the teams spoke of lack of trust with external stakeholders, which resulted in them deferring to issues with external actors and environment conditions to explain their difficulties in making progress and their perceived lack of agency. In contrast, underway teams showed higher levels of agency—they believed in the expertise within the team, saw the urgency in acting, and owned their role in effecting change. In an in-between position, searching teams showed enthusiasm for the work and took ownership by actively inserting themselves in external governance structures that would guide the work. They, however, still doubted their ability to effect change as they saw organizational constraints and limitations in their authorizing environment.

Limitations

Our approach has several limitations. First, we could not observe the long-term impact of the teams’ efforts and we do not have good data on the substantive outcomes of the work of the teams after the end of the program. In other words, we only know if the teams underwent a promising start and not if they ended up being successful in making progress on the issue in the long term. However, getting started is a major challenge in its own right, and our work offers relevant contributions to this phase of CBC. While a good start is not a predictor of a good ending, we do know that not starting at all guarantees failure. Therefore, zooming
in on the early stages of CBCs can shed light on a critical phase of problem-solving that has not been sufficiently studied empirically. Second, while our data sources are rich and varied, we cannot assume they are entirely unbiased, systematic, and consistent. Due to turnover of scribes and observers, different people with different perspectives and positionality captured the teams’ experiences. In order to minimize the risk of bias, we triangulated across different sources of data and conducted multiple rounds of researcher checks to calibrate our understanding and interpretation of the documents in an iterative process. Finally, the teams participated in a program with certain parameters, including a cap on team participation (8 people), a particular approach to facilitation (offering basic diagnostic tools and scaffolding for process management), and a limited amount of time (9 months). While this particular setting was the same for all teams and variation among the teams was observed, the program design may have benefited some teams more than others for reasons exogenous to this study. For that reason, one needs to exert caution not to overgeneralize the findings beyond the specific setup of such a learning-oriented environment.

**Directions for Future Research**

Future research might expand the timeframe of the CBCs studies and examine if and how the focus and scope of the work evolves over time and if success in identifying a meaningful, actionable, acceptable, and provisional entry point predicts long-term effectiveness. Another related avenue for research would be the connection between subsequent entry points and how learning from one resulted in the other. More research would be needed to further develop the constructs of entry point qualities, as well as to explore the mechanisms that connect representation, trust, and agency with the identification of each of the qualities of entry points, and the relevance of these and other factors to entry point identification in later stages of CBC. Finally, applying our proposed definition and qualification of entry point to boundary-spanning teams outside of a designed learning environment like the field lab would provide relevant evidence to generalize our findings.

**Implications for Practice**

While it is thought that CBC teams aiming to tackle social issues can be a driving force for positive change in cities, CBCs can be plagued by false starts and inertia. To help a CBC gain traction, collaborators can pay special attention to the representation of the group, the trust among its members and external partners, and the presence or lack of agency in the team. CBC teams that exhibit a high degree of these three characteristics might be more inclined to find an entry point into the problem space and achieve early-stage traction. For example, teams can ask themselves if all needed perspectives are represented at the beginning of their work and keep checking for a balanced composition by expanding perspectives as they learn about their issue through their work.
Teams can also establish communication norms to secure collaborating spaces where team members would feel comfortable challenging each other, making mistakes, or asking for help. And to imbue team members with a sense of agency, conveners and team members themselves can work towards knowing each other’s motivations, knowledge, and skills to elevate expertise, confidence and commitment. Following the characteristics associated with representation, trust, and agency summarized in Table 3, young CBC teams can use diagnostic questions to assess their level on each of these factors.

Furthermore, based on our findings, a practical tool could be developed to help members in CBCs identify actions that are meaningful, actionable, acceptable, and provisional, guiding them toward suitable entry points into their problem spaces. Team members may discuss potential actions to take and evaluate them against these four principles. Once executed, collaborators may engage in intentional reflection to parse the learning stemming from their chosen entry point, as they engage again in another iteration of entry point selection.

**Conclusion**

We studied ten teams working on complex social issues in cities in the earliest stages of collaboration to better understand the challenges they faced and how the most successful teams overcame them. Teams engaging in collaboration across boundaries to tackle complex problems in cities encounter a host of common barriers regarding alignment and consensus-building that can be particularly challenging in the early stages of their work. In order to make progress, teams need to find a place to start, and our research suggests that selecting entry points that are meaningful given the larger issue, actionable in light of the team’s capacity, acceptable to the team’s authorizing environment, and provisional in terms of the ability to generate learning are helpful in gaining momentum. We also find that a balanced representation of perspectives in the team, trust within the team and in external relationships, and a sense of agency among the team members explain variation in teams’ success at finding suitable entry points.

This paper contributes to the literature on problem-oriented governance, social paradoxes, and CBC and teaming. It also offers guidance to practitioners designing and managing CBC teams during the early stages of their work.
## Appendices

### Appendix A: Description of Data Sources

### Quantitative Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Time of collection</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Available for Teams:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant Surveys</strong></td>
<td>Month 3: <strong>First wave of survey</strong> (before in-person program): 100% response rate</td>
<td>Individual team members responded to a survey designed to capture their perspectives on the collaborative work their team was doing. The survey was developed by the program evaluation team and included multiple items to capture the teams’ experience in the program, their work, etc. The variables of interest for this study measured the team’s perception of <strong>goals, action plan, psychological safety, and team progress</strong> (Items’ wording are included in Appendices D-H)</td>
<td>A B C D E F G H I J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Month 7-Month 9 2019: <strong>End-of-program survey</strong> (during final visits to cities): 96% response rate</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>***Note: There was a second wave NOT USED IN THE STUDY administered between the 4th and 5th months of the program</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barrier Prioritization Exercise</strong></td>
<td>May–June 2019: During final visits to cities</td>
<td>Individual team members ranked 15 collaboration challenges. We used team-level aggregated results. <em>(We also used the qualitative notes on the teams’ discussions when presented with these results)</em></td>
<td>A B C D E F G H I J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## QUANTITATIVE DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Time of collection</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Available for Teams:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of challenge</strong></td>
<td>Month 1: Before kick-off meetings in participating cities.</td>
<td>• Initial description of challenge written by team members.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documents from city visits before in-person program</strong></td>
<td>Month 1-Month 2: During kick-off meetings in each of the participating cities</td>
<td>• Observer notes on working sessions with teams conducted during kick-off visits to cities. • Observer assessments on collaboration rubric.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documents from in-person program</strong></td>
<td>Third week of Month 3</td>
<td>• Observer notes from group working sessions • Memos from team facilitators and/or observers • Daily check-in cards filled by facilitators/team observers capturing breakthrough and breakdown moments during working sessions • Teams’ final presentations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documents from post-program check-ins</strong></td>
<td>Month 4–Month 7</td>
<td>• Progress memos written by team members • Notes from check-in calls with team members • Notes from some coaching calls with full teams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(continued)

## QUANTITATIVE DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Time of collection</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Available for Teams:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documents from end-of-program city visits</strong></td>
<td><em>Month 7–Month 9</em></td>
<td>- Observers’ notes from group discussions and sessions with teams and city leaders</td>
<td>A B C D E F G H I J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Observers’ external assessment on collaboration rubric</td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Interviews with city leaders</td>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documents from program impact and evaluation</strong></td>
<td><em>Within 3 months after program ended</em></td>
<td>- End-of program evaluation documents and after program follow-up (conducted by program staff)</td>
<td>A B C D E F G H I J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Barrier Prioritization Exercise

The table below shows the fifteen challenges team members needed to rank during the Barrier Prioritization Exercise. Team members would rank the challenges individually first and then have a facilitated discussion based on the aggregated results.

### CHALLENGE

A. Formulating a shared definition of the problem we are facing  
B. Developing a shared understanding of how we will know we are being successful (i.e., what our goals are)  
C. Defining the interventions, programs, and polices that are necessary to achieve our goals  
D. Developing a plan of action  
E. Implementing a plan of action  
F. Holding each other accountable for their individual contribution to the team  
G. Monitoring and measuring the progress of our work  
H. Obtaining support from the home organizations represented in our collaboration to legitimate our work as a team  
I. Obtaining support from upper city leadership (mayor, city council, etc.)  
J. Obtaining support from the population in our city most impacted by the work of our collaboration  
K. Securing the required resources (human, financial, political, etc.)  
L. Including on the team people with expertise, experience, and authority relevant to the work we aim to do  
M. Including on the team all the relevant stakeholders and perspectives to get the work done  
N. Learning to trust each other to leverage and actively using each other’s knowledge and expertise  
O. Organizing ourselves to get the work done by designing work processes, and defining roles and responsibilities

Appendix C – Barrier Prioritization Exercise: Results by Category of Teams

Each team member was asked to rank each challenge from least challenging (1) to most challenging (15). Responses were aggregated at the team level by averaging across the ranking given by each team member to each category. The table shows these barrier averages for each team highlighting the three top challenges (shaded in red – darker color meaning most challenging) and the bottom three challenges (shaded in green – darker color meaning least challenging). We also show the standard deviation for each of the challenges within a team as a measure of alignment across team members in how challenging they perceived each of the barriers to be. Standard deviation values are also color coded within team (red are largest values signaling less alignment and green are smallest values signaling more alignment within each specific team).
Appendix D – Perception of Goals

Mean values by team calculated by averaging each individual’s responses to three survey items: a. My team of 8 has clearly defined short-term goals/objectives (what you will accomplish in the next year); b. My team of 8 has clearly defined long-term goals/objectives (what your outcomes will look like long term); and c. I believe that our goals/objectives are the right ones to address the problem. (Scale values: 1: Strongly disagree, 2: Somewhat disagree, 3: Somewhat agree, 4: Strongly agree). Cronbach’s alpha (first wave) = 0.85; Cronbach’s alpha (final wave) = 0.65.

Appendix E – Perception of Action Plan

Mean values by team calculated by averaging each individual’s responses to three survey items: a. My team of 8 has an action plan for how to accomplish our goals/
objectives; b. I know what actions I need to take for my team of 8 to accomplish our goals/objectives; and c. I believe that the actions we have defined are the right ones to accomplish our goals/objectives. (Scale values: 0: Not yet applicable, 1: Strongly disagree, 2: Somewhat disagree, 3: Somewhat agree, 4: Strongly agree).

Cronbach’s alpha (first wave) = 0.88; Cronbach’s alpha (final wave) = 0.86.

Appendix F – Perception of Psychological Safety

Mean values by team calculated by averaging each individual’s responses to a seven item scale (Edmondson, 1999). (Scale values: 1: Strongly disagree, 2: Somewhat disagree, 3: Somewhat agree, 4: Strongly agree).

Cronbach’s alpha (first wave) = 0.69; Cronbach’s alpha (final wave) = 0.81.
Appendix G – Spread Within Teams for Goals, Action Plan, and Psychological Safety

Spread of individual mean responses to items for Goals, Action Plan, and Psychological Safety within each of the teams at the beginning and end of the program.
Appendix H – Spread Within Teams for Perception of Progress

Spread of individual mean responses within each team to three survey items inquiring about perception of progress: a. My team is making sufficient progress toward meeting our short term goals; b. My team is making progress toward meeting our long term goals; and c. My team is making progress towards achieving its intended public value / desired impact. (Scale values: 1: Strongly disagree, 2: Somewhat disagree, 3: Somewhat agree, 4: Strongly agree).

Cronbach’s alpha (final wave) = 0.83 (These survey items were only included in the final wave).
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Notes

1. Appendix A includes a detailed list of all these sources of data, specifying which were present for every team.
2. The table in Appendix A also includes details on these quantitative data. Appendix B includes the list of barriers used in the barrier prioritization tool.
3. Appendices D, E, and F include the wording of each item used, their scale point values, and Cronbach’s alpha for each measure and wave.
4. Appendices G and H include these analyses.
5. Appendix C includes the Barrier Prioritization Tool analyses.
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